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In the nom. singular the prim. Germanic ending -wo
regularly became -wu (§ 214), then the w disappeared
before the -u (§ 266). The -u remained after consonants
preceded by an original short vowel, but disappeared after
consonants preceded by a long vowel (§ 215). When the -u
was preceded by a it combined with it to form a diphthong,
as clea from *cla(w)u, daiv, frea from *J?ra(w)u, threat
(§ 75), pi. nom. ace, clea, dat cleam from *cla(w)um;
beside the regular nom, sing, forms clea, )>rea new
nominatives clawu, }>rawu were made from the stem-
form of the oblique cases. The final -u also regularly
disappeared after long vowels and diphthongs (§ 215), but
was restored again from the inflected forms already in the
oldest period of the language, as hreow, repentance ; stow-,
place; treow (§ 00), faith, truth.
In the inflected forms the wo-stems had the same end-
ings as the 6-stems except that they never had the ending
•(e)na in the gen, plural. On the svarabhakti vowel in
forms like gen. beaduwe beside beadwe, see § 22O.
§ 38O. Like beadu are declined sinu, siorm, sinew;
sceadu, shadow; and the plurals frsetwe, ornaments ;
geatwe, armaments^ armour*
§ 381. Like msed are declined blod(es)lees, blood-letting,
bleeding; Ises, pasture.
x/   3.   feminine abstract nouns in -I.
§ 382. This declension comprises the Jem^ abstract
jnouns formed from adjectives. The stem originally ended
in "-In, and the nom. in -I, cp. Goth, mikilei, greatness^
diupei, depth, formed from mikils, great, diups, deep, gen.
mikileins, diupeins (weak declension). The -in, -I were
shortened to -in, -i in prehistoric OE. (§§ 211, 214), and
then the i caused umlaut of the stem-vowel. But already
in the oldest period of the language this class of nouns was
remodelled on analogy with the .short Systems (§ 365), so
n a

